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“Victory will be achieved when average citizens ‘understand’ (recognize)
uncertainties in climate science.” –American Petroleum Institute, 1998

Source
This quote is from a 1998 leaked memo from the American Petroleum Institute that laid out the
organization’s draft Global Climate Science Communications Plan: i
The memo describes an effort to initiate “…a national media relations programme to inform the
media about uncertainties in climate science; to generate national, regional and local media on
the scientific uncertainties and thereby educate and inform the public, stimulating them to raise
questions with policymakers,” and the group would declare victory when:
•
•
•

“Average citizens understand (recognise) uncertainties in climate science; recognition of
uncertainties becomes part of the ‘conventional wisdom’
Media ‘understands’ (recognises) uncertainties in climate science
Those promoting the Kyoto treaty on the basis of extant science appear to be out of touch
with reality.”

Exposing the Disinformation: Science Facts
At the time of this quote, the scientific evidence of the cause and impacts of climate change was
well documented. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was established in
1988 in recognition of the problem of global warming. Through the IPCC, climate experts from
around the world synthesize the most recent climate science findings in periodic reports. The
1995 IPCC report concluded that “the balance of evidence suggests that there is a discernible
human influence on global climate” and that “most of these studies [assessments of statistical
significance of observed global mean surface temperature trend over the last century] have
detected a significant change and show that the observed warming trend is unlikely to be entirely
natural in origin.” ii

More about the American Petroleum Institute (API)
The American Petroleum Institute (API) is a trade association for the oil and gas industry. API
members include ExxonMobil, Chevron, ConocoPhillips, BP, and Shell. API’s lobbying efforts
primarily focus on U.S. Federal energy and climate policies, consistently opposing federal
regulations of greenhouse gases and seeking to cast doubt on climate science. iii
A 1998 leaked memo reveals a “draft communication plan” that carefully lays out the climate
science misinformation strategies carried out by fossil fuel companies and their trade groups,
demonstrating that these efforts were carefully planned and orchestrated by the fossil fuel
industry.
The American Petroleum Institute convened a team—known as the Global Climate Science
Communications Team—to develop a plan, targeting the media, schools, government officials,
Congress, and other influential groups. The intention of the group, as laid out in this memo, is to
initiate “…a national media relations programme to inform the media about uncertainties in
climate science; to generate national, regional and local media on the scientific uncertainties and
thereby educate and inform the public, stimulating them to raise questions with policymakers,”
and the group would declare victory when:
•
•
•

“Average citizens understand (recognise) uncertainties in climate science; recognition of
uncertainties becomes part of the ‘conventional wisdom”
Media ‘understands’ (recognises) uncertainties in climate science
Those promoting the Kyoto treaty on the basis of extant science appear to be out of touch
with reality.” iv

API continues to question the science of climate change in efforts to block action on limiting
global warming emissions. In 2011, API and a coalition of other industry groups filed a lawsuit
petitioning the EPA’s endangerment finding (which allows the EPA to regulate greenhouse gas
emissions) stating that: “The Endangerment Rule is invalid because EPA professes to be 90–99%
certain that anthropogenic emissions are mostly responsible for “unusually high current planetary
temperatures,” but the record does not remotely support this level of certainty. v
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